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Foreword
I am glad to write this foreword for consensus document for Management of
Gallbladder Cancer. The ICMR had constituted sub-committees to prepare this
document for management of various cancer sites. This document is the result
of the hard work of various experts across the country working in the area of
oncology.
This consensus document on Management of Gallbladder cancers
summarizes the modalities of treatment including the site-specific anti-cancer
therapies, supportive and palliative care and molecular markers and research
questions. It also interweaves clinical, biochemical and epidemiological studies.
The various subcommittees constituted under Task Force project on Review of Cancer Management
Guidelines worked tirelessly in drafting cancer site-specific guidelines. Each member of the subcommittee’s
contribution towards drafting of these guidelines deserves appreciation and acknowledgement for their
dedicated research, experience and effort for successful completion. We hope that this document would
provide guidance to practicing doctors and researchers for the management of Gallbladder cancer patients
and also focusing their research efforts in Indian context.
It is understood that this document represents the current thinking of national experts on this
topic based on available evidence and will have to be revised as we move. Mention of drugs and clinical
tests for therapy do not imply endorsement or recommendation for their use, these are examples to guide
clinicians in complex decision making. We are confident that this first edition of these guidelines will serve
the desired purpose

(Dr.V.M.Katoch)
Secretary, Department of Health Research &
Director General, ICMR

Message
I take this opportunity to thank Indian Council of Medical Research and all
the expert members of the subcommittees for having faith and considering me
as Chairperson of ICMR Task Force project on Guidelines for Management of
Cancer.
The Task Force on Management of Cancers has been constituted to plan
various research projects. Two sub-committees were constituted initially to review
the literature on management practices. Subsequently, it was expanded to include
more sub-committees to review the literature related to guidelines for management
of various sites of cancer. The selected cancer sites are lung, breast, oesophagus, cervix, uterus, stomach,
gall bladder, soft tissue sarcoma and osteo-sarcoma, tongue, acute myeloid leukemia, acute lymphoblastic
leukemia, CLL, Non Hodgkin’s Lymphoma-high grade, Non Hodgkin’s Lymphoma-low grade, Hodgkin’s
Disease, Multiple Myeloma, Myelodysplastic Syndrome and paediatric lymphoma. All aspects related to
management were considered including, specific anti-cancer treatment, supportive care, palliative care,
molecular markers, epidemiological and clinical aspects. The published literature till December 2012 was
reviewed while formulating consensus document and accordingly recommendations are made.
Now, that I have spent over a quarter of a century devoting my career to the fight against cancer,
I have witnessed how this disease drastically alters the lives of patients and their families. The theme
behind designing of the consensus document for management of cancers associated with various sites
of body is to encourage all the eminent scientists and clinicians to actively participate in the diagnosis
and treatment of cancers and provide educational information and support services to the patients
and researchers. The assessment of the public-health importance of the disease has been hampered
by the lack of common methods to investigate the overall; worldwide burden. ICMR’s National Cancer
Registry Programme (NCRP) routinely collects data on cancer incidence, mortality and morbidity in India
through its co-ordinating activities across the country since 1982 by Population Based and Hospital
Based Cancer Registries and witnessed the rise in cancer cases. Based upon NCRP’s three year report
of PBCR’s (2009-2011) and Time Trends on Cancer Incidence rates report, the burden of cancer in the
country has increased many fold.
In summary, the Consensus Document for management of various cancer sites integrates diagnostic
and prognostic criteria with supportive and palliative care that serve our three-part mission of clinical
service, education and research. Widespread use of the consensus documents will further help us to
improve the document in future and thus overall optimizing the outcome of patients. I, thank all the
eminent faculties and scientists for the excellent work and urge all the practicing oncologists to use the
document and give us valuable inputs.

(Dr. G.K. Rath)
Chairperson
ICMR Task Force Project

Preface
The Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) has taken this welcome lead to
bring forth this consensus document on management of Gallbladder Cancer (GBC).
One would appreciate the fact that GBC is very common in India particularly in
the northern parts of the country where it surpasses, other high incidence areas
of the world, due to some yet unknown reasons. Ironically, the guidelines for
management of GBC have come before this from such geographical areas where
GBC is comparatively uncommon e.g. NCCN, NCI from U.S.A. and ESMO from
Europe. Nevertheless, the existence of these guidelines has provided a skeleton on
which to build our own Indian consensus document. However, there has been a
worrying and constant shortcoming in that the quality evidence for and against a
particular management protocol of GBC is not available in Indian and also in the world literature.
Two not so recent developments have helped the clinician to give due attention to GBC and the
terrible clinical course it takes. The first of these is a wide spread and qualitatively better application
of imaging (Ultrasound/CECT) for gallbladder conditions and secondly, the increasing application of
laparoscopic cholecystectomy even in the remote rural settings in India.
GBC is a lethal disease due to various reasons such as insidiously rapid course the diagnosis is often
made when the disease is already advanced at a stage where curative procedures are not possible; a general
lack of uniformity and decisiveness in appropriate operative procedure for GBC and this is the most
worrying feature for successful management of this disease; where GBC is discovered on histopathology
of the laparoscopic cholecystectomy specimen often by the pathologist - the situation is often iatrogenically
complicated by spillage of bile, no usage of extraction bag and other factors. These are otherwise patients
who would benefit from an appropriate operation procedure and/or immediate referrals to higher centers
if the requisite expertise for further management is not available at the primary physician level; and there
overall, GBC is a relatively chemo-radio resistant tumor. Therefore, the advantages of chemotherapy/
radiotherapy in treatment protocols, so effective in some other cancers, seem ineffective in GBC on the
basis of our present knowledge. In the foreground of the above, there is need for management of GBC
to have a well laid out plan of diagnosis and treatment which this consensus document is expected to
provide. The group of experts, from all over India, who have assembled for this task are masters in this
field and they have devoted a considerable proportion of their professional activity towards treatment and
research of GBC.
The management of GBC is a dynamic process. Therefore, it is expected that as new insights are
discovered and developed these will be incorporated from time to time in the future.

(Dr. Hari S. Shukla)
Chairperson
Sub-committee on Gallbladder Cancer

Preface
Cancer is a leading cause of disease worldwide. Globally cancer of various types
effect millions of population and leads to loss of lives. According to the available data
through our comprehensive nationwide registries on cancer incidence, prevalence
and mortality in India among males; cancers of lung, mouth, oesophagus and
stomach are leading sites of cancer and among females cancer of breast, cervix are
leading sites. Literature on management and treatment of various cancers in west
is widely available but data in Indian context is sparse. Cancer of gallbladder and
oesophagus followed by cancer of breast marks as leading site in North-Eastern
states. Therefore, cancer research and management practices become one of the
crucial tasks of importance for effective management and clinical care for patient in any country. Hence,
the need to develop a nationwide consensus for clinical management and treatment for various cancers
was felt.
The consensus document is based on review of available evidence about effective management and
treatment of cancers in Indian setting by an expert multidisciplinary team of oncologists whose endless
efforts, comments, reviews and discussions helped in shaping this document to its current form. This
document also represents as first leading step towards development of guidelines for various other cancer
specific sites in future ahead. Development of these guidelines will ensure significant contribution in
successful management and treatment of cancer and best care made available to patients.
I hope this document would help practicing doctors, clinicians, researchers and patients in complex
decision making process in management of the disease. However, constant revision of the document
forms another crucial task in future. With this, I would like to acknowledge the valuable contributions of all
members of the Expert Committee in formulating, drafting and finalizing these national comprehensive
guidelines which would bring uniformity in management and treatment of disease across the length and
breadth of our country.

(Dr.D.K.Shukla)
Head, NCD Division
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CHAPTER

Introduction

G

allbladder cancer (GBC) is a rare though notoriously lethal malignancy with marked ethnic and
geographical variations. It is a common disease in countries such as Chile (16-27/100,000), Japan
(7/100,000), India, Central Europe – Poland (14/100,000), Israel (5/100,000) and southern
Pakistan (11/100,000); however, it is uncommon in the United States (1.5/100,000). In India, GBC
is most prevalent in the northern and northeastern states of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal
and Assam. It is twice more common in women than in men and is the commonest digestive cancer in
women in northern India. The highest frequency of disease is in women over the age of 65. Apart from
gallstones, female gender, ethnicity, genetic susceptibility and lifestyle factors are associated risk factors
in the development of GBC either as initiators, such as unknown endo- and exobiotic mutagens, or as
promoters, including chronic inflammation and infection.
The presenting symptoms are typically vague and are akin to other diseases such as cholelithaisis and
cholecystitis. Hence, the diagnosis is commonly made at an advanced stage. The mean survival rate for
patients with advanced GBC is 6 months: with a 5-year survival rate of less than 5% in stage IV. GBC
should be suspected in patients after 60 years with constant pain in the right hypochondrium and a history
of recent weight loss. Patients with advanced GBC may present with anorexia, cachexia, deep icterus, a
palpable hard lump in the right hypochondrium, ascites and left supraclavicular lymphadenopathy with
poor performance status.
There are no biochemical tests of importance for early diagnosis. A raised bilirubin is a sign of
advanced disease. Tumor markers – CEA and CA 19-9 do not have much role in diagnosis as these are
not specific for GBC. Various imaging tools available include Ultrasound (USG), Computed Tomographic
(CT) scan, and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) with Magnetic Resonance Cholangiopancreatography
(MRCP) and Magnetic Resonance Angiography (MRA). These are used as required to detect structural
changes that include intraluminal polyp, focal or diffuse parietal thickening and replacement of the
gallbladder lumen by a mass and stage as well as help in assessment of hepatic reserve. MRCP is the
investigation that is preferred over ERCP/PTC in patients presenting with jaundice unless a therapeutic
intervention is planned.
FNAC is not indicated in resectable GBC because resection should be performed even if FNAC is
negative and the tumor has propensity for seeding the biopsy tracts. However, if there is clinical evidence
of distant metastatic disease (e.g. left supraclavicular lymph node, umbilical nodule, liver nodule, pelvic
deposits or ascites) a tissue diagnosis should be obtained (FNAC, fluid cytology) from the metastasis.
Staging laparoscopy should be done in patients with resectable advanced GBC or incidental GBC before
re-exploration to rule out distant metastases.
Complete surgical resection (R0) is the only modality that provides hope for long term survival. The
optimum treatment for incidental Tis and T1a GBC is simple cholecystectomy (with negative cystic duct
11
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margin) with a 5-year survival of 100% in most studies. Extended cholecystectomy is indicated in lesions
T1b and above.
Evidence in support of routine excision of all port-sites during re-resection for incidental GBC is
lacking. The extent of liver resection varies ranging from non-anatomical wedge resections, to anatomical
parenchyma sparing segment IVb/V resections up to extended right hepatectomy. Extensive liver resections
improve the results of advanced GBC at the cost of high morbidity and mortality. An extrahepatic bile
duct resection may be indicated in patients with direct infiltration of the cystic duct or the CBD.
Adjuvant therapy is used in all patients with stage II to IVA GBC patients who have undergone
extended cholecystectomy, though evidence for improvement in survival is lacking.
Based on the available reports, any of the following protocols may be used for treatment of patients
with unresectable/metastatic GBC who have adequate organ functions and ECOG performance status of
up to 2: mGEMOX, GEMCIS, GEMCAP.
Pruritus, jaundice, pain, weakness, anorexia, ascites and gastrointestinal obstruction in unresectable/
metastatic GBC need adequate non-surgical palliative support.
Special notes from committee members
•• All post cholecystectomy gallbladder specimens should be opened and examined carefully by the
operating surgeon and be sent for histopathological examination. Any subtle suspicious area/
thickening should be marked (with thread/clips) for expert pathological assessment.
•• All ‘incidental’ GBC (GBC picked up on histopathological examination only) should have an expert
opinion.
•• If there is a high suspicion of GBC preoperatively, prior informed consent for extended cholecystectomy
must be obtained.
•• If an expertise for extended cholecystectomy is not available, GBC diagnosed per-operatively must
never be opened for a biopsy and the patient be referred to a specialist center. A biopsy may however
be taken from a node/omentum or perhaps FNAC from the GB mass. A detailed note regarding the
pre and per-operative findings should be prepared by the operating surgeon before referral.
•• An extensive work up of metastatic GBC may not be mandatory outside a trial setting.
•• The members felt that there is an urgent need for multicenter studies/trials from India covering
various aspects of epidemiology (viz., identification of population at high-risk, organized follow up),
clinical management (viz., bile spill during surgery, excision of all port sites, adjuvant/neoadjuvant
therapy) and basic research (viz., what causes GBC) in the field of GBC.

12
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2

CHAPTER

Existing Guidelines

T

he current document has been prepared taking in to consideration the following published
guidelines and relevant quality data published in literature. It is however stated that there are
limited randomized controlled trials on the management of GBC and most existing are on biliary
tract malignancies that have often enrolled both GBC and other biliary tract malignancies.
•• National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN; www.nccn.org)
•• National Cancer Institute Physician Data Query (PDQ)
•• PDQ® Gallbladder Cancer Treatment. Bethesda, MD: National Cancer Institute
(http://cancer.gov/cancertopics/pdq/treatment/gallbladder/HealthProfessional)
•• European Society of Medical Oncology (ESMO)

Eckel1 F, Brunner T, Jelic S. On behalf of the ESMO Guidelines Working Group. Clinical practice
guidelines: Biliary cancer: ESMO Clinical Practice Guidelines for diagnosis, treatment and follow-up.
Annals of Oncology 22 (Supplement 6): vi40–vi44, 2011 doi:10.1093/annonc/mdr375
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3

CHAPTER

Review of Published Data

3.1 EPIDEMIOLOGY
National Status
In India, gallbladder cancer (GBC) is most prevalent in northern and northeastern states of Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal and Assam1. GBC is two times higher in women than men and is
the leading digestive cancer in women in northern India cities2. Six cancer registries of the Indian Council
of Medical Research (ICMR) (1990-96) show a 10 times lower incidence of GBC per 1 00 000 in South
India compared with the North, the age-adjusted incidence rate (AAR) for females being 0.8 in Chennai in
the south and 8.9 in Delhi in the north3. GBC ranks amongst the first 10 cancers in the ICMR registries
(2006-2008) of Delhi, Dibrugarh, Kolkata, Bhopal and Mumbai4. The incidence of GBC increases after
the age of 45 years and is maximum at the age of 65 years5.
A recent study of Unisa S et al 20116, performed ultrasonography (USG) in 5100 with symptoms
and 1448 persons without symptoms, respectively in Eastern UP and Bihar. Prevalence of gallstones on
USG was found to be 1.99% in males and 5.59% in females; overall the prevalence of gallbladder disease
(acute or chronic cholecystitis, gallstones, GBC) was 6.2% and of gallstones 4.15%. Gallbladder disease
was more common in 5100 persons with symptoms (7.12%) compared with 1448 without (2.99%)
(p<0.05). Prevalence of gallstones was 2.3 times more in both males and females with symptoms than
without. Adjusted odds ratio (ORs) [95% confidence interval (CI)] revealed a significantly increased risk of
Gallstone Disease (GSD) in females >50, 1.703 (CI 1.292-2.245); multiparity 1.862 (CI 1.306-2.655)
and genetic history 1.564 (CI 1.049 – 2.334). An increased risk noted in males with diabetes was 4.271
(CI 2.130-8.566), chickpea consumption 2.546 (CI 1.563-4.146) and drinking unsafe water 3.835 (CI
2.368 – 6.209). Prevalence of gallstones was more in females than males (p<0.05). Cluster analysis
identified a positive correlation of nickel, cadmium and chromium in water with a high prevalence of
gallbladder disease.
International status
GBC is a very common disease in countries such as Chile (16-27/100,000), Japan (7/100,000),
India, central Europe – Poland (14/100,000), Israel (5/100,000) and south Pakistan (11/100,000);
however, it is uncommon in United States (1.5/100,000)7-9. GBC is a leading cause of cancer death in
Chilean women surpassing even breast and cervix cancer. Its incidence is increasing in Shanghai, China
where it is now the most frequent gastrointestinal malignancy10.
The highest frequency of the disease is found among females (2-6 times more common) over the age
of 655, 11-15.
There is a marked regional and ethnic variation in the incidence of GBC. The highest mortality rates
have been reported among Chilean Mapuche Indians and Hispanics16-17, Bolivians18, North American
Indians19 and Mexican Americans20. Incidence rates are much lower in Europe21.
14
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3.2 Risk Factors
GBC is a notoriously rare though lethal malignancy with marked ethnic and geographical variations.
The presenting symptoms are typically vague so that its diagnosis commonly occurs at an advanced stage.
The overall 5-year survival of patients with GBC remains low22. There is a clear worldwide association
between chronic cholelithiasis and GBC. Aside from gallstones, female gender, ethnicity, genetic
susceptibility and lifestyle factors a number of associated risk factors appear to favor the development
of GBC either as neoplastic initiators, such as unknown endo- and exobiotic mutagens, or as neoplastic
promoters, including chronic inflammation and infection.
The search for risk factors will be greatly helped if population with significantly lower or higher rates
of disease could be identified. The association of new risk factors with GBC will explore new challenges
for us in this high incidence zone across north India including Pakistan, Nepal and Bangladesh.
3.2.1 Ethnicity, gender and age
This has been discussed above under epidemiology.
3.2.2 Gallstones
A history of gallstones appears to carry the highest risk of GBC, with a relative risk ranging from
3.01 to 23.813-14, 23. Most (69% to 100%) but not all people with GBC have cholelithiasis. Further
these 2 entities are frequently co-factor for this carcinoma24. It has been established that gallstones are
associated with GBC.However, there is no evidence of a direct causal relationship between gallstones and
GBC24-25.
Increasing stone size (>3 cm)26-28 carries a Relative Risk (RR) of 9.2 to 10.1, number, volume and
weight29, are all associated with an increased risk of cancer. Duration of gallstones more than 20 years is
also a risk factor (RR 6.2)30. The risk factors for cholesterol gallstones have been mainly associated with
hypersecretion of biliary cholesterol, gallbladder hypomotility, and stasis.
3.2.3 Chronic inflammation
Chronic inflammation of the gallbladder may result from the presence of gallstones, chronic infection
or in patients with primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC). Chronic inflammation from any cause may
lead to calcium being deposited in the gallbladder wall, termed the “porcelain gallbladder” because of
its bluish color and fragile, brittle consistency31. This entity is rare, being identified pathologically in less
than 1% of gallbladder specimens. The calcium deposits can be detected on diagnostic imaging- plain
abdominal radiographs, ultrasounds or computed tomography images. Controversy exists whether or not
the porcelain gallbladder is truly associated with an increased risk of cancer. A high incidence of ~25%
has been reported by older series. Stippled or multiple punctate calcifications in the glandular spaces of
the mucosa is now thought to be a risk factor rather than broad continuous band of calcification in the
muscularis10,31-33.
Chronic bacterial infections also cause irritation and inflammation in the gallbladder. S. typhi carriers
have a RR of 12.7 to 167 with 6% developing GBC34-38. Helicobacter bilis is also implicated in GBC with
an odds ratio of 6.5 in Japanese patients and 5.86 in Thai patients and has a RR of 2.6 to 6.539. PSC
is typically associated with an increased risk of cholangiocarcinoma. As dysplasia occurs in 37% and
adenocarcinoma in 14-18% of gallbladders from patients with PSC, these individuals are at heightened risk
for developing GBC40.

15
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3.2.4 Genetic factors
Congenital anomalous pancreaticobiliary duct junction (APBDJ) carries a RR of 3% to 18% of GBC.
APBDJ without CBD dilatation has increased risk of GBC and those with dilatation have enhanced risk
of both GBC and cholangiocarcinoma25, 41.
There are other undoubtedly genetic and environmental factors that coincide to become expressed as
GBC. A family history of GBC, though rare, is clearly a risk factor42-44. The only responsible gene so far
identified seems to be that for apolipoprotein B function (the APOB gene),which influences cholesterol
handling yet is not associated with gallstones. In fact, the link between cholesterol gallstones and GBC
may relate to an interdependent disposal pathway that increases the export of both cholesterol and
environmental toxins into bile. As GBC is more common in women, such mutagenic toxins secreted reside
longer in the gallbladder due to stasis from impaired contractility associated with the female hormone,
progesterone. This protracted exposure allows environmental carcinogens to then cause malignant
transformation, helping to reconcile the theory of ‘seed versus soil’ and incorporate the predilection to
the development of gallstones (also requiring some gallbladder stasis) and GBC45.
3.2.5 Gall bladder polyps
Polypoidal masses of the gallbladder affect 5% of adults and may be confused with GBC42. Over
two-thirds of polyps are composed of cholesterol esters; the other lesions are adenomas, leiomyomas or
inflammatory polyps. Although occasionally associated with biliary colic, the vast majority of gallbladder
polyps are asymptomatic; being found incidentally when abdominal imaging is performed for other
purposes.Prophylactic cholecystectomy is warranted in patients with polyps that possess malignantappearing features (discussed later in the imaging section).
3.2.6 Life Style Factors
The association of gallstones with GBC likely explains why some of the traditional risk factors for
gallstones are also risk factors for GBC including obesity, female gender and multiparity. In over 84,000
men and 97,000 women included in the Cancer Prevention Study II Nutrition Cohort, the relative risk
of GBC was 1.8 (95% confidence interval [CI], 1.1 to 2.9) in obese men with a Body Mass Index (BMI)
of 30.0 to 34.9 compared to men with a normal BMI (18.5 to 24.9). Obese women (BMI, 30.0 to 34.9)
had a relative risk of 2.1 (95% CI, 1.6 to 2.9) compared to women with a normal BMI46.
Diabetes mellitus47, addiction to smoking and alcohol48-49 and dietary contaminants such as exposure
to aflatoxins are other risk factors for GBC50.
3.3 Preventive Measures
Cholecystectomy as a preventive measure may be indicated in the following situations:25
1. Symptomatic cholelithaisis
2. Gallbladder polyp > 1cm, sessile, and showing increase in the size especially with thick walled
gallbladder51.
3. APBDJ - w ith CBD dilatation: cholecystectomy + CBD resection may be considered
without CBD dilatation: cholecystectomy is recommended) ± CBD Resection
4. Porcelain GB (insufficient data to support routine cholecystectomy)
5. Selected cases with asymptomatic gallstones:
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•• A low rate of cancer development in asymptomatic patients with gallstones has been
observed (0.01%/year-0.02%/year). Consensus does not favor cholecystectomy for asymptomatic
stones23,52-55.
•• No Indian evidence is available about natural history of asymptomatic cholelithaisis. Options
are nothing, surveillance or cholecystectomy in select cases such as in young patients with
asymptomatic large stones (>3cm) or a gallbladder packed with stones in “high incidence zones”
though direct evidence to support this is not currently available52- 53.
Other preventive measures include
Control of obesity and diabetes, a healthy diet – rich in vegetables and fruits and regular
exercise56-58.
3.4 Diagnosis, Criteria And Initial Work Up
GBC continues to have sinister reputation since its description by De-stall in 1778 due to poor
outcome of treatment59. The poor prognosis largely depends on its late diagnosis due to nonspecific
nature of the symptoms and signs, that often present only in advanced disease and are akin to other
diseases such as cholelithaisis and cholecystitis60-61 its ability for invasion of liver and lymph nodes and its
propensity to implant peritoneal surface, biopsy trajectories and laparotomy/laparoscopy wounds59-61.
However, now due to better diagnosis and surgery61, the survival has improved62-66.
3.4.1 History and Examination
The presentation of GBC has three situations*:
1. in advanced, inoperable form59-60 (most common presentation)
2. as a mass lesion in the gallbladder64
3. incidental, upon histopathological examination of resected gallbladder59-66.

*Various nomenclature exist for different presentations of GBCObvious (when diagnosis looks apparent on clinical examination and imaging)
 uspicious (e.g. when focal/diffuse wall thickening/small polypoidal lesisons are detected in the
S
gallbladder upon imaging)
Incidental (GBC comes as a surprise finding upon Histopathological Examination (HPE) of the
cholecystectomy specimen, the same was unsuspected during preoperative imaging)
Symptoms of GBC are quite similar to GSD and hence an early clinical diagnosis is enigmatic. These
patients often present after cholecystectomy with GBC diagnosed upon histopathology. A detailed history
of the prior operative intervention and histopathological review at the specialist institution is necessary.
GBC should be suspected in patients after 60 years age with constant pain in right hypochondrium
and history of recent weight loss. Patients with advanced GBC may present with anorexia, cachexia, deep
icterus, a palpable hard lump in the right hypochondrium, ascites and left supraclavicular lymphadenopathy
with poor performance status. Hawkins et al reported that of 34% patients who present with jaundice,
only 7% can have curative surgery with 0% 2 year survival67. Another study that examined GBC patients
with biliary obstruction revealed a resecability rate of 45% with 1- and 3- year survival of 48% and
19% respectively. Interestingly, an R0 resection improved median survival only in the subgroup of N0
patients68. Presence of jaundice though does not rule out resectability, often warrants major hepatic
resection and confers a poor prognosis; hence referral to experienced centers is mandatory.
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3.4.2 Blood investigations
There are no biochemical tests of importance for early diagnosis. Liver function tests revealing raised
bilirubin is a sign of advanced disease. Full blood count and renal function tests are indicated. Jaundiced
patients may have deranged liver function tests.
Role of tumor markers – CEA and CA 19-9 in diagnosis is uncertain as these markers are not specific
for GBC. A CEA >4 mg/ml has sensitivity of 50% and specificity of 93%59. CA 19-9 with a cut-off value
of >20 IU/ml has sensitivity and specificity of 79%59. Its value is further compromised in presence of
raised bilirubin. The available data is insufficient to recommend the routine use of the tumor markers in
the diagnosis or follow up of patients with GBC.
3.4.3 Imaging
Structural changes in the gallbladder induced by GBC include replacement of gallbladder lumen by
mass (40-65%), focal or diffuse parietal thickening (20-30%) and intraluminal polyp (15-25%)22. USG,
Computed Tomographic (CT) scan, and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) with Magnetic Resonance
Cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) and Magnetic Resonance Angiography (MRA) are used to detect
these structural changes and stage GBC and also help in assessment of the hepatic reserve. In addition,
chest imaging should also be performed.
3.4.4 Ultrasound (USG)
Transabdominal USG is often the first investigation ordered in patients presenting with pain in the
right hypochondrium69. USG is user dependent and hence subtle changes in early GBC are often missed.
The best resolution can be obtained at a range of 7.5–10 MHz in a slim patient and of 2.5–5 MHz for
an overweight patient.
USG may show a hypo or iso-echogenic mass replacing the gallbladder70-71. Gallstones within the
gallbladder mass is a useful sign of GBC although it is a known fact that GBC can be present even without
gallstones. Thickness of normal gallbladder mucosa is usually less than 3mm. In presence of cancer its
thickness increases to more than 1cm and in an irregular/asymmetric way72-73. This type of presentation is
however mimicked by chronic/acute cholecystitis and hyperplastic cholecystoses. Increased echogenicity
(due to fibrosis) and parietal thickness of more than 1 cm is quite confirmatory of GBC72. Another less
common finding may be an intraluminal mass, at least >10 mm, not displaced by movements, nodular
or smooth shape and casting no posterior acoustic shadow74 and showing rapid growth75. Cholesterol
polyp or adenomyomatosis also gives similar USG look74-75 and hence often difficult to differentiate with
confidence.
Other useful USG findings are lithiasis in 70-75%, porcelain gallbladder, infiltration of neighboring
structures, hepatic metastasis, vascular invasion, biliary dilatation, lymph nodes and ascites71-75. In
advanced stage, USG sensitivity is 84.6% and global accuracy 90.5%75. But the USG detection of early
lesion is not as accurate69,75-80.
An early GBC is confined to mucosal layer and up to muscularis propria. Tsuchiya80 proposed a
microscopic classification for early GBC as a pedunenlated polyp, sessile polyp with wide or thin base,
thickening of surface elevation of 1.5-3mm and flat lesion at mucosal level. In 71 patients of early GBC,
57% were flat type and others pedunculated or sessile forms. Only 20 were diagnosed preoperatively but
none of flat lesions. US showed 75% sensitivity for pedunculated and 53% for sessile forms80. Others77 have
reported accuracy of only 34%. Associated gallstones and flat lesions cause inaccuracy of diagnosis.
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3.4.5 Endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS)
Gallbladder wall anomalies can be better visualized with endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) with
accuracy of 80% (using 5-12 MHz, 3600 radial probes)81. The added advantage of EUS is the possibility
of EUS guided FNAC from suspicious areas/lymph nodes. This technique is highly operator dependant
and not widely available. On EUS, finding small internal echogenic spots is characteristic of cholesterol
polyps, multiple microcysts and posterior comet tail artifact is pathognomonic of adenomyomatosis and
absence of these characters indicates a possibility of GBC75. The contour of the lesion is granular in
benign but smooth or nodular in GBC polyps74.
There are four patterns of GBC on EUS81
Type A – Polypoid with nodular surface but no alteration of wall architecture
Type B – Wide base, parietal irregularities and no change in gallbladder serosa.
Type C and D – Irregularities or rupture respectively of serosa
3.4.6 Color Doppler
Addition of transabdominal Color Doppler differentiates solid lesion from biliary sludge82-84. Blood
flow within the lesion suggests GBC82. Benign lesions have low detectable blood flow82.
In doubtful cases on Color Doppler, Ultrasound with contrast improves diagnosis of T1b lesions but
not of those with only mucosal involvement85-86.
USG is a useful first imaging method, wherein it gives preliminary information. If advanced/inoperable
GBC is detected on USG further imaging is usually not required. But in resectable patients other imaging
techniques are required.
3.4.7 Computed Tomography (CT) Scan
A CT scan is used for assessing gallbladder mass, wall thickening, polyp and staging71,87. Presence
of GBC is suggested by hypercaptation of a thick inner layer during both arterial and portal phases with
isoattenuation or hyperattenuation in relation to hepatic parenchyma during portal phase31. This is in
contrast to the finding in chronic cholecystitis wherein the inner layer of gallbladder shows isoattenuation
in both phases.
CT reveals depth of infiltration into the liver, bile duct, other adjacent organs, hepatic and peritoneal
metastasis and lymphatic dissemination22,88 thereby helping in staging the disease more accurately89.
Infiltrated lymph nodes are > 1cm, ring shaped with heterogeneous uptake after contrast administration90- 91.
Pericholedocal nodes are most frequently involved followed by cystic nodes92. The sensitivity of CT is 0.36
to 0.47 for N-staging (PPV: 0.94; NPV: 0.92); 0.65 for hepatic infiltration of <2 cm (PPV: 0.77) and 1.0
for >2 cm (PPV: 1.0); 0.50 for spread to extrahepatic bile duct (PPV: 0.90), 0.57 for digestive tube or
pancreas (PPV: 0); 0.71 for detection of hepatic metastases (PPV: 1.0) and 0.21 for interaortic lymph
node involvement (PPV: 0.86)89.
Spiral CT gives improved information regarding local spread, depth of invasion and resectability93- 95.
The diagnostic accuracy of T staging for GBC is 0.83 – 0.86 and is superior to conventional CT94.
Multidetector CT, a further refined tool, allows a faster examination with lower collimation thickness,
reliable volumetric reconstructions and helps in detection of small perivesicular tumor infiltration while
minimizing errors94-95.
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3.4.8 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
It is of particular value in assessing complete penetration of serosa or penetration of liver96. GBC
appears on MRI as a hypo- or isointense mass or wall thickening in T1 in relation to the liver and is usually
hyperintense and poorly defined in T2 sequences97. Enhanced sequences in T2 with fat suppression,
dynamic postgadolinium T1-weighted images in arterial phase and T1 with fat suppression in equilibrium
phase, 2 min after contrast administration helps in the assessment of adjacent structures and lymph
nodes98. Detection of metastasis is based on size > 1 cm, ring shape or heterogeneous uptake of involved
lymph nodes97. Sensitivity to demonstrate biliary invasion is low99. MRI is poor in detecting peritoneal
deposits. MRCP and MRA are of superior diagnostic validity in detection of biliary invasion, vascular
invasion, hepatic invasion and lymph node involvement100. MRCP is especially indicated in patients with
jaundice.
3.4.9 Functional Imaging
USG, CT and MRI base their capacity to diagnose GBC on structural alterations produced by GBC.
These changes are nonspecific. From this base biochemical method binding widely bioavailable metabolic
substrates to positron emitting radionuclides like fluor-18 bound to [18F]-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG) has
evolved101. There are chances of false negative report in presence of tumors with low metabolic rate and
false positive in tubercular granuloma and polyp with adenomyomatosis102. In GBC the sensitivity is 0.80
and specificity 0.82. There is not enough information on diagnostic validity of FDG-PET in the lymph
node staging of GBC.
FDG-PET combined with CT (PET-CT) helps in simultaneous acquisition of structural and functional
data of the extent of tumor and facilitates correct T, N and M staging.
This tool may be used in special circumstances such as before re-exploration in incidental GBC or in
advanced resectable GBC to screen for an otherwise occult distant metastasis103-104. It may also be helpful
in differentiating malignant from a benign gallbladder polyp. However, data to support its use in GBC is
still lacking.
Differential Diagnosis of GBC on imaging

When gallbladder is replaced by a mass – hepatocarcinoma, cholangiocarcinoma or metastasis makes
differential diagnosis Intra luminal polyps may be adenomatous, hyperplastic and cholesterol polyps,
carcinoid or melanoma metastasis. FDG will differentiate between benign and malignant polyps. Parietal
thickening of gallbladder wall has many inflammatory and non-inflammatory causes including heart and
kidney failure, hepatitis, cholecystitis. Acute cholecystitis with parietal necrosis/abscess or intestinal
fistula formation may mimic aggressive GBC22. Xanthogranulomatous cholecystitis is chronic cholecystitis
that presents as diffuse thickening of gallbladder wall. There are nodules or bands on gallbladder wall
that are hypo-echogenic on USG or hypo-dense on CT105-107. This can give a false positive result on
FGD-PET scan108. Adenomyomatosis, a non-cancerous lesion, produces focal, segmental or diffuse
thickening of gallbladder wall and is often confused with GBC. The presence of Rokitansky-Aschoff
sinuses, small outpouchings of mucosa within the thickened muscularis layer as seen on MRCP helps
in the diagnosis109- 110. On USG, presence of wall thickening with intramural diverticles with or without
posterior comet-tail artifact is characteristic of adenomyomatosis. FDG –PET may be false negative and
false positive for this condition108,111.

P.S Imaging reporting template: Appendix (i)
    Pathology reporting template: Appendix (ii)
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Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangio Pancreaticography (ERCP) and Percutaneous Transhepatic
Cholangiography (PTC)
MRCP is the investigation that is preferred over ERCP/PTC in GBC patients presenting with jaundice
unless a therapeutic intervention is planned. ERCP/PTC is usually attempted for stenting the bile duct
in advanced and metastatic GBC for relief of jaundice and pruritus and also before planned major liver
resection.
Fine Needle Aspiration Cytology (FNAC)
FNAC is not indicated in resectable GBC as the tumor has propensity for seeding the biopsy tracts.
However, in presence of clinical evidence of distant metastatic disease (e.g. left supraclavicular lymph
node, umbilical nodule, liver nodule, pelvic deposits or ascites a tissue diagnosis should be obtained
(FNAC, fluid cytology) from metastasis. A few centers use EUS-guided FNAC in suspicious gallbladder
lesions and has been reported to have sensitivity rate of 80% and specificity of up to 100%112.
Staging Laparoscopy
Staging laparoscopy and biopsy of any metastatic deposits may be indicated in patients with
resectable advanced GBC or incidental GBC before re-exploration to rule out distant metastases since
chances of peritoneal dissemination are high in this cancer113. A study from India revealed that staging
laparoscopy avoided an unnecessary laparotomy in 22.3% of GBC patients in their series113a. Higher yield
is likely in patients with T3 and above GBC, poorly differentiated tumors and those with margin positive
cholecystectomy. It may also be indicated in patients with suspicious metastasis that cannot be biopsied
percutaneously113b.
Staging
AJCC TNM staging (7th Edition) is the current staging system (Appendix – iii)114
Validation of stage grouping is based on multivariate analysis of outcome and survival data of
the National Cancer Database including 10,705 patients nationwide115 Nevins’classification is now
obsolete.
Prognostic Criteria:22,116- 117
Increasing T-stage, N-stage, liver invasion, lymphovascular invasion, perineural invasion and higher
grade are associated with poor outcome. Papillary carcinomas have the most favorable prognosis compared
to small cell and undifferentiated GBC. R0 resection has the best prognosis. In addition, a study reported
serum level of CA 19-9 >40ng/ml and gallbladder perforation too as prognostic factors.
3.5	Surgical Management of Gbc
Amidst very poor prognosis i.e. 5% 5-year survival in GBC118-119, complete surgical resection (R0) is
the only hope for long term survival120.
The approach to surgical management of GBC is influenced by mode of spread of GBC to liver,
lymphatic and vascular invasion; direct spread to contiguous organs and intraperitoneal seeding and
luminal through the cystic duct (intraductal).

Lymphatic spread – there are 3 lymph node stations involved in order of frequency121
Level I – cystic and peridochal lymph nodes
Level II- pancreaticoduodenal (superior and posterior group) and hepatic artery lymph nodes
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Level III - superior mesenteric and celiac axis lymph nodes122-123.
These lymph node stations dictate the extent of lymphadenectomy with curative intent.
The Japanese124 named these as 3 different pathways namely, cholecysto–retropancreatic pathway,
cholecysto– celiac pathway and cholecysto–mesenteric pathway.
Cystic Pericholedochal –first echelon nodes		
Hilar lymph nodes involved by retrograde permeations (41.5%)
GBC spread
Pathways 65,124-126

Cholecysto – retropancreatic (36.6%)
(Right side channel)			
Cholecysto- mesenteric (20-25%)
Cholecysto –celiac (20-25%)
(Left side channel)

Para aortic
left renal
Vein nodes

It has been shown that lymphatic spread occurs early, before liver involvement and that nodal
involvement is a poor prognostic factor92,127-130.

Venous spread
There are 2-20 cholecystic veins that drain directly in the middle hepatic vein radicals131-132 forming
the basis of enbloc hepatic resection in T1b and above GBC. There is rarely a venous communication to
portal vein133. In early mucosal lesion (T1a) venous invasion is very rare.

Intraperitoneal spread
Adjacent organs are affected first and manifests as peritoneal carcinomatosis in advanced cases122.
Neural spread occurs in 25-35%122,134 and suggests high grade malignancy. Intraductal spread takes
place in papillary type of GBC.
With this background, the management of early GBC is discussed below:
There is no clear cut definition of Early and Advanced GBC. For the purpose of this document
we have categorized Early GBC as tumors limited to mucosa (pT1a), muscularis (pT1b), perimuscular
connective tissue (pT2), and Advanced GBC when tumor perforates serosa with or without invasion of
adjacent viscera/vascular invasion (pT3-4), and Metastatic GBC as those with TNM stage IVB.
Early GBC
1. May be discovered as a surprise finding on cholecystectomy specimen after histopathological
examination (Incidental GBC)
2. May be suspected preoperatively on imaging – wall thickening, polypoidal lesion, porcelain gallbladder
65,127,128, 135-137
or per-operatively.
Incidental GBC
The incidence of incidental GBC is 0.35% - 2%136-140. The management of incidental GBC is influenced
by TNM stage of GBC. Re-resection is advised in patients with pT1b and above GBC with the aim to
resect all possible residual disease.
Pawlik et al reviewed data of 115 patients who underwent re-resection for incidental GBC at 6 major
hepatobiliary centers in the USA between 1984 and 2006. 46.4% had evidence of residual cancer.
Residual liver disease (p=0.01) was present in 0%, 10.4%, 36.4% and regional lymph nodes (p=0.04)
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in 12.5%, 31.3%, 45.5% of patients with pT1, pT2 and pT3 GBC respectively. Further, a cystic duct
margin status predicted residual disease in the common bile duct (negative 4.3% versus positive 41.2%;
p=0.01)120.
Further, early GBC found on gallbladder specimen requires further treatment influenced by type of
cholecystectomy. Since Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy (LC) in the standard procedure for symptomatic
cholelithaisis, an incidental GBC has a special problem of port site recurrence due to tumor cells carried
to port site by instruments or chimney effect141-143. The incidence of port site recurrence after LC is 1029%144-146 appearing anytime postoperatively ranging from 2 weeks to 2.5 years (mean 6 months) and
any port may be involved147. Bile spill during LC for unsuspected GBC has been associated with a poor
outcome and increased port site recurrence137,148-151. Overall, LC does not seem to adversely impact
patients’ outcome in unsuspected GBC152-154.
Further surgery following detection of incidental GBC should be undertaken as soon as possible. The
interval between cholecystectomy and subsequent radical resection are not significant factors influencing
survival although it is difficult to interpret due to selection bias66,127,155.
3.5.1 pTis and pT1a GBC
The optimum treatment for pTis and pT1a GBC is simple cholecystectomy with 5-year survival in 100%
in most studies. These lesions are almost always diagnosed upon histopathology of the cholecystectomy
specimen. But presence of perineural or vascular invasion detected on histopathology or bile spill during
cholecystectomy may adversely affect long term survival66,150,151,156-162. What to do in such situations is still
unclear and should be a subject of clinical trial.
3.5.2 pT1b GBC
Management of pT1b disease varies from simple cholecystectomy44 to extended cholecystectomy
(EC).
EC includes cholecystectomy with enbloc limited hepatic resection (2-3cm wedge resection or
segment IVb+V) and lymphadenectomy with or without bile duct excision163-164. Lymph node dissection
should include portal, gastrohepatic and retroduodenal regions. A minimum lymph node count of 6
or more is considered optimum165. Lymph node ratio (LNR) has also been suggested by some to be a
strong predictor of outcome after curative resection of GBC (median DFS 0 <LNR < 0.5 vs. lnr > 0.5:
14.00±2.46 vs. 9.00±1.55 months; p<0.001)166.
A study reported the outcome of 12 patients after simple cholecystectomy for incidental pT1b GBC.
Survival was 71.5±12.2 months and median survival was 42 months. Five loco-regional failures occurred
and all patients treated with simple cholecystectomy died167. However, Wakai et al168 found no difference
in survival of pT1b patients undergoing simple (13 of 25) versus EC (12 of 25) in a retrospective analysis
– the overall 10-year survival was 87%. There is a higher incidence of nodal metastasis (3.8%-25%) in
pT1b hence others recommend EC in pT1b disease7,169-170b. There is an observation of recurrence in 60%
pT1b patients treated by simple cholecystectomy169. Thus, pT1b is a locally aggressive disease and EC is
treatment of choice167.
3.5.3 pT2 GBC
pT2 GBC has lymph node metastasis in 20–62%66,150,157-161,171,172 mainly to hepatoduodenal ligament.
In these patients EC is the treatment of choice, whether done as a re-operation or primary procedure.
5-year survival is 77%. Most published reports150,160,172,173 except one66 has demonstrated advantage of
long survival 61- 100 % in EC as compared to only 17-50% with simple cholecystectomy. SEER database
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of early GBC has also shown a survival benefit with extended surgical resection and lymph node dissection
in pT2 GBC173 that is now considered a standard.
The pT stage of Incidental GBC is important from further surgical point of view:
pT-Stage

Primary Treatment

Further surgery – Extended
Cholecystectomy (EC)

T1a

Simple cholecystectomy
Cystic duct margin negative: R0 resection
Simple cholecystectomy
Chances of residual disease in168-170
lymph nodes 3.8- 25%170a, b
Possibility of recurrence 60%169
Simple cholecystectomy
Chances of residual disease in
lymph nodes 20-62%66,150, 157-161,171,172
liver 10.4%120

No further Surgery 113,151

T1b

T2

EC is advised151, 166,168-170

EC is advised160

Laparoscopic Port-Site Excision

Evidence in support of routine excision of all port-sites during re-resection for incidental GBC is lacking174.
Some advise excision of the extraction port175. The current understanding of the biological behavior of the
disease does not support this. In fact it has been shown to increase the chances of wound metastases in
an experimental model176-177. A few studies though advocate routine prophylactic excision of port-sites at
re-exploration178-181. Routine port site resection has not been shown to improve outcome181a.
Radical radiotherapy to gallbladder bed and lymphatic drainage area as an alternative to EC in incidental
GBC
Only one study by Mondragon-Sanchez et al has been reported182. However, radical surgery is
superior.
EC
20 patients
Morbidity    25%
Mortality	     10%
Nevin stage vs.5-years Survival
Stage I
100%
Stage II & III

100%

Stage IV & V

Similar

Simple Cholecystectomy + External radiotherapy
25 patients
Mortality 16%

62%
39%
Similar

Suspected GBC
The basic principles of surgical resection remain the same as discussed in the previous section.
A prior informed consent for EC should be taken from the patient with suspected GBC. The task
force members strongly recommend surgery for GBC to be undertaken by a surgeon experienced in the
procedure. In the event resectable GBC is detected on-table and expertise for EC is not available, no
attempt should be made to take an open biopsy from the gallbladder. An omental/lymph node biopsy may
however be taken and the patient should be referred to a specialist with a preoperative findings note.
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Advanced GBC
The anatomical relationship of gallbladder to surrounding structures weighs heavily in favor of early
spread to these structures, on the background of innate aggressiveness of the GBC and pattern of
spread.
Liver invasion takes several shapes depending on site of tumor in the gallbladder
Liver Infiltration
Direct invasion from
gallbladder bed
(liver-bed type)183,184

Direct invasion along
Glissonian sheaths of ducts
(hepatic-hilum type)183,184

Liver metastasis

To liver segments
of gallbladder bed

All over the
liver

There is also distinct pathological pattern of liver invasion184

Expansive pattern
( Uniformly smooth
front of liver spread)

Infiltrative pattern
(Ill defined front of
tumor spread)

There is further classification of local spread of GBC in 4 types185
Type I

Type Ia – Hepatic invasion
Type Ib – Hepatic invasion with gastro intestinal invasion

Type II

Type IIa – Bile duct involvement
Type IIb – Bile duct + gastrointestinal invasion

Type III

Type IIIa – Hepatic and bile duct involvement
Type IIIb – Hepatic & bile duct + gastrointestinal
involvement

Type IV

Gastrointestinal involvement without hepatic or bile
duct involvement

Tumors in neck spread early to hepatic hilum186 as distance from neck to right hepatic duct is only
2 mm and to the bifurcation of the right anterior and posterior duct is only 6 mm. This implies that clean
resection margins in tumors localized to neck of the gallbladder may not be achieved by wedge resection
of liver.
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What should be the extent of liver resection?
Factors influencing extent of liver resection are (1) location of tumor in gallbladder (2) morphological
pattern of liver involvement, (3) achievement of R0 resection.
The extent of liver resection varies ranged from non-anatomical wedge resection, to anatomical
parenchyma sparing segment IVb/V resection up to extended right hepatectomy. No randomized trials
exist on the subject stating a superiority of one over the other and most follow center specific practice.
Ogura et al183. measured the distance between the front of the carcinoma invasion and the resection
plane in the hepatic parenchyma. The distance ranged between 12–20 mm after wedge resection, 16–35
mm after resections of segments IV+V and 28–58 mm after extended hepatic resections. They mandated
a 20mm margin from the tumor front for best outcome.
Examination of 201 patients with GBC invading the subserosa or deeper revealed that resection of
segment IVb and segment V of the liver may be beneficial in patients with liver bed type invasion less
than 20 mm in depth187.
Another study188 analyzed the pathological reports of their liver resection specimen and found that a
3cm distance can also be achieved by 77% of segment IVb/V resections and without the need for blood
transfusions.
In a recent retrospective study, a nationwide questionnaire survey from the Japanese Biliary Tract
Cancer Registry on 85 patients with pT2, pN0 gallbladder cancer revealed that the 5-year survival rate
did not differ significantly between those treated with gallbladder bed resection and with segment 4+5
hepatectic resection. Recurrence occurred most frequently in both lobes than in segments 4 or 5 of the
liver following gallbladder bed resection188a.
The extent of Liver resection may range from:
Wedge resection
Segment IVb/V 183,187,188a
Extended right hepatectomy or
central bisegmentectomy
(Couinaud’s segments IV,V,VIII)
with caudate lobectomy170,184,189,190

with extensive liver invasion (especially hilar type)
+ involvement of extrahepatic bile/hepatic duct +
vascular invasion

Re operative surgery also needs extended hepatic resection at times127,173.
Extensive liver resections improve results of advanced GBC191-193 at a cost of high morbidity (50%)
and mortality (18%)191. Some patients are alive at 5 years in this group. The factors which predict
high mortality are male sex, extended right hepatectomy, cholestatic liver and portal vein resection125.
Preoperative portal vein embolization has been suggested to increase the size of the remnant liver before
extended hepatic resections194.
Lymph node spread
This is the most important prognostic factor. The frequency of lymph node involvement66,125,127,
154,159,160,170b,191-195
increases with increasing T-stage.
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Lymphadenectomy is an integral component of the radical surgery for GBC. Algorithm for the extent
of local resection and lymph node dissection is based on T stage and evaluation of important nodes by
frozen section. A positive interaortocaval node upon frozen section at laparotomy indicates metastatic
and incurable GBC.
Extent of lymphadenectomy includes
Hepatoduodenal ligament by skeletanization of vessels (hepatic artery and portal vein) and bile duct
Anterior and Posterior to the head pancreas
Hepatic artery is cleared up to its origin from celiac axis
Some units also dissect celiac, superior mesenteric and para aortic191 lymph nodes; involement of
which have a very poor prognostic import196 and is not indicated.
Bile duct involvement
Extra hepatic bile duct may be involved by direct infiltration by GBC or by permeation from lymph
nodes of the hepatoduodenal ligament and was reported as 54.2%, 67.7% respectively in one study with
only 15% free of invasion in advanced GBC197.
A classification of hepatoduodenal involvement198 includes
Type I

-

direct spread

Type II

-

continuous intra mural spread

Type III

-

Non-continuous metastatic spread separate from primary

Type IV

-

Permeation from metastatic lymph node in hepatoduodenal ligament.

Bile duct involvement also indicates incurability. Only 5% jaundiced patients may have a curative
R0 resection as compared to 39% non jaundiced patients68. Further, the authors found that jaundiced
patients did not survive long term but 21% non jaundice patients survived for 2 years. Curative resection
is possible in 75% patients without bile duct infiltration but in only <30% with bile duct infiltration198.
Perineural invasion around hepatoduodenal ligament often results in non curative resection. Over all 3
year survival with bile duct involvement was 6 % as compared to non involvement in 64%198.
An extrahepatic bile duct resection may be indicated in only those with direct infiltration of
hepatoduodenal ligament or the cystic duct199.
Another prospective study in 104 patients revealed significantly increased morbidity with major
hepatectomy and CBD resection without having any independent effect on survival200.
Thus routine bile duct resection does not give much survival advantage65.
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Gross invasion of bile duct
Bile duct resection
indications

To facilitate lymph node resection in hepatoduodenal
ligament
GBC involving neck of gallbladder to achieve a
negative margin
As a part of hepatopancreaticoduodenectomy
in advanced GBC

Vascular involvement
Portal vein and hepatic artery and its branches are often involved in advanced GBC of the gallbladder
neck. In most of these cases the disease is not resectable. However, a few surgeons have tried aggressive
resections in selected patients and have reported a better survival than the patients with unresectable
GBC93,201.
Right vascular pedicle involvement may need a extended right hepatectomy. However, any involvement
of the hepatic or left hepatic artery is contraindication to surgery202.
Portal vein involvement dealt with segmental or wedge resection and repair has been reported203.
There is increased postoperative mortality125. Portal vein excision/repair may only be used for R0
resection.
There is insufficient evidence in literature to suggest any significant survival benefit in GBC patients
subjected to such aggressive resections.
Duodenal and pancreatic involvement
The pancreas may be involved by –
1. Direct invasion from gallbladder
2. Spread along the bile duct
3. Bulky peripancreatic lymph nodes
Procedures done include –
1. Hepato-pancreaticoduodenectomy (HPD)170
2. Local (sleeve) excision of duodenum wall in localized involvement201,203a
3. Pancreaticoduodenectomy for local and peri pancreatic lymph spread204-205
Involvement of other surrounding organs
Omentum
Hepatic flexure
Parietal abdominal wall
Antrum of stomach
HPD170 in 150 patients produced major complication rate in 54%. In another study, 7 patients
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underwent HPD. Morbidity was in 100% and mortality 28.5% and only one patient was alive at 22
months. All others died of recurrence206. Other reports207 have shown morbidity of 91%, mortality of
12.5 % in 24 patients with a median survival of 12 months and 20% 2-year survival.
Again, the real benefit if at all after such resections is yet to be proved.
3.6 Adjuvant Treatment For Gbc
Definite recommendations for adjuvant treatment in GBC cannot be made because of lack of RCT.
Similar to cholangicarcinoma studies on adjuvant treatment in GBC are heterogeneous and retrospective
and therefore are not comparable. External Beam Radiothearpy (EBRT), Intraoperative Radiotherapy
(IORT) and brachytherapy in various combinations with or without chemotherapy has been used for
adjuvant treatment of GBC208-213. A recent meta analysis and systematic review reported that there is
non significant improvement in the overall survival with any adjuvant therapy compared to surgery alone
(OR=0.76, p=0.06)214.
Adjuvant therapy is used in all patients with stage II to IVA GBC patients who have undergone
extended cholecystectomy, even in the absence of robust evidences. Patients with stage IA who have
tumor confined to lamina propria that is diagnosed incidentally on cholecystectomy specimens, do not
need adjuvant treatment as their survival approaches 100% with simple cholecystectomy alone113, 215.
3.6.1 Adjuvant Chemotherapy
Data on adjuvant therapy in GBC is very limited. Most of the recommendations represent extrapolation
of studies on patients with advanced GBC and biliary tract cancer.
Two large retrospective studies have shown no benefit of adjuvant chemotherapy216-217. However, the
number of patients who received adjuvant therapy in these studies was small and markedly heterogeneous
clinical and treatment details precluding any definitive conclusions.
A phase III RCT from Japan by Takada et al218 evaluated the role of adjuvant chemotherapy in
pancreatobiliary cancers. In this study the number of patients with cholangiocarcinoma, GBC and
ampullary cancer was 118, 112 and 48 respectively. The patients were randomized in to two groups, one
group received adjuvant 5-FU and mitomycin-C (MF), and the other group was kept under observation
after surgery. The 5-year OS rate in GBC patients was significantly better in the MF group (26.0%)
compared with the control group (14.4%) (p = 0.0367). Similarly, the 5-year disease free survival (DFS)
rate of patients with GBC was 20.3% in the MF group, which was significantly higher than the 11.6%
DFS rate reported in the control group (p = 0.0210). However, statistically significant survival benefit was
observed in patients who underwent non-curative resection (8.9% vs. 0%; p=0.0226) but not in patients
with completely resected GBC.
3.6.2 Adjuvant Chemoradiotherapy (CRT)
In a retrospective study of 2325 patients by Mojica P, et al219, adjuvant chemoradiation has shown a
better median survival (14 months vs. 8 months; p<0.0001) in the chemoradiation group and this benefit
was even more in node positive patients.
A multivariate Cox proportional hazards model on SEER database of 4180 patients also showed
better survival in patients with node positive and pT2 or higher GBC208. Many other studies also support
CRT as the adjuvant treatment option208a,b,c.
A small study from Mayo clinic reported a higher 5-year survival (64%) in patients with completely
resected (R0) GBC with postoperative chemoradiation with 5-FU compared to historical surgical controls
(33%)209. In another study of 22 resected GBC patients, 18 received postoperative chemoradiotherapy
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with 5 FU. The authors suggested the use of CRT in resectable and advanced GBC may improve
survival220.
These findings suggest benefit with adjuvant chemoradiation in patients with resected pT2 and higher
or node positive GBC.
In the absence of any robust data for adjuvant therapy (radiation or chemo-radiation) the practice at
some tertiary care centers in India is to treat these patients with adjuvant chemo-radiation.
MANAGEMENT OF UNRESECTABLE/METASTATIC GBC
With various chemotherapeutic agents (with or without 5FU) response rates reported are 0-36% of
cases221-226. Median survival for patients presenting with unresectable disease is 2-4 months, with less
than 5% patients surviving one year227.
The three main drawbacks of the published literature in this field are: small number of patients,
inclusion of bile duct and ampulla of Vater cancers in the studies and lack of RCTs.
Several phase II trials have shown benefit with gemcitabine, cisplatin, oxaliplatin, capecitabine and
5-FU based chemotherapy in biliary tract cancer224-225,228-235.
Pooled analysis of 104 trials involving 1368 patients revealed that gemcitabine combined with platinum
based chemotherapy shows maximum benefit in advanced biliary tract cancer. Subgroup analysis showed
higher response rate but poor overall survival in patients with GBC compared to cholangiocarcinoma
patients236.
There were only 2 RCTs comparing Best Supportive Care (BSC) and chemotherapy in biliary tract
cancer (not limited to GBC only) using 5FU based chemotherapy. In a study reported by Glimelius237
37 patients were randomized to 5FU based chemotherapy or BSC. Median OS was 6.5 months in
chemotherapy group and 2.5 months in BSC group (p=0.1). It was possible that because of small
sample size statistical significance could not be achieved. In another study reported by Takada, et al226
chemotherapy was compared to BSC. Patients’ population was heterogeneous including pancreatic,
GBC, and biliary tract cancers. There was no improvement in survival.
Gemcitabine and Oxaliplatin as single agents or in combinations with other drugs have shown
activity in adenocarcinoma of pancreas, gall bladder, and biliary tracts222-224,238-240. Hence, it is natural that
combinations of gemcitabine and platinum (oxaliplatin or cisplatin) is explored in this condition.
The two RCTs that tried to address the issue of chemotherapy in biliary tract malignancy/GBC were
reported recently241-242.
Most important has been a phase III RCT ABC-02 which enrolled 410 patients with locally advanced
or metastatic GBC, cholangiocarcinoma or ampullary carcinoma. There were 149 GBC patients. An
improved overall survival (11.7 vs. 8.1 months; p<0.001) and median progression-free survival (8 vs. 5
months; p<0.001) was observed in combination chemotherapy with gemcitabine and cisplatin compared
to gemcitabine alone241. It is now considered the standard of care in this group of patients.
A B22 Japanese phase II trial involving 83 patients conducted with the use of the same treatment
regimens as those used in the ABC-02 trial243. They showed a median overall survival of 11.2 months in
the cisplatin–gemcitabine group and 7.7 months in the gemcitabine-only group.
Oxaliplatin is a third generation platinum compound with much less emetic and renal toxicity
compared to high dose cisplatin. Combination of gemcitabine and oxaliplatin may be suitable alternative
to gemcitabine and cisplatin and was compared with best supportive care and 5FU and Folinic acid
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(FUFA) in a 3 arm randomized study. The dose and schedule of gemcitabine and oxaliplatin used in this
study was different from that used by Andre et al225 and this new combination was labeled as modified
GEMOX (mGEMOX)242. This study also suggested that mGEMOX is superior not only to best supportive
care but also with 5FU and FA combination. Median survival was 9.5 months in mGEMOX compared to
4.5 and 4.6 months in BSC and FUFA arms respectively (p=0.039).
Another chemotherapy protocol which was explored was that of using gemcitabine and capecitabine.
Knox et al230 in a phase II study reported the median survival of 14 months and progression free survival
of 7 months in advanced biliary tract cancer.
The French Biliary Cancers: EGFR Inhibitor, Gemcitabine and Oxaliplatin (BINGO) trial232
(ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT00552149) randomly assigned 101 patients to receive gemcitabine plus
oxaliplatin with or without cetuximab. In the BINGO trial, investigators reported 4-month progression-free
survival rates of 50% in the gemcitabine–oxaliplatin group and 61% in the gemcitabine–oxaliplatin plus
cetuximab group. These findings compare with a 4-month progression-free survival rate of approximately
70% in the cisplatin–gemcitabine group in the ABC-02 trial.
Currently, there is no evidence of efficacy of targeted agents like cetuximab, bevacizumab, small
TKIs, or multi kinase inhibitors in GBC.
Based on the available reports any of the protocols may be used for the treatment of unresectable
GBC patients with adequate organ functions and ECOG performance status of up to 2:
mGEMOX
Inj Oxaliplatin 80 mg/m2 2 hours infusion in Dextrose 5% Day 1 and 8
Inj Gemcitabine 900 mg/m2 IV 30 minutes infusion day1 and 8
Cycles to be repeated every 3 weeks for maximum of 6 cycles
GEMCIS
Inj Cisplatin 25 mg/m2 PO Days 1 and 8
Inj Gemcitabine 1000 mg/m2 IV 30 minutes infusion day1 and 8
Cycles to be repeated every 3 weeks for maximum of 8 cycles
GemCap
Inj Gemcitabine 1000 mg/m2 IV 30 minutes infusion day1 and 8
Capecitabine 650mg/m2 twice a day PO Days 1-14
Cycles to be repeated every 3 weeks.
Treatment should be continued until progression, unacceptable toxicity, or withdrawal of patient
consent.
3.7 Radiation Therapy 243a,b
Palliative radiation therapy after biliary drainage may be beneficial, and it helps to relieve pain and
other symptoms by shrinking tumors causing biliary obstruction or nerve/plexus compression. These
patients may be candidates for inclusion in clinical trials.
3.8 Neoadjuvant Therapy
Preoperative chemoradiotherapy reduce implantability of exfoliated cells during surgery, nonresponders may be spared surgery as such patients will not benefit by surgical procedures, and radiation
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in pre-operative setting is more effective in well oxygenated cells. With this approach 9 apparently
inoperable extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma patients became operable as reported by one study244.
A recently published study on 3 locally advanced GBC with a PET-CT negative for any distant
metastasis showed complete metabolic and radiological response in 2 and partial response in one patient
with gemcitabine-based neoadjuvant CRT. Two underwent radical resection and one had pathological
complete response. This study though reports on only 3 patients but the outcome is encouraging in this
otherwise fatal disease245.
In a retrospective study involving 157 patients who underwent resection for primary GBC (n = 63)
and Cholangio Carcinoma (CC) (n = 94), 17.8% received neoadjuvant chemotherapy, 48.7% received
adjuvant chemotherapy, while 15.8% received adjuvant chemoradiotherapy. The authors found that
neoadjuvant therapy delayed surgical resection on average for 6.8 months (p < 0.0001) and immediate
resection increased median survival from 42.3 to 53.5 months (p = 0.01). They came to the conclusion
that early surgical resection of biliary tract malignancies with 1 cm tumor-free margins provides the best
probability for long-term survival and the currently available neoadjuvant or adjuvant therapy does not
improve survival245a.
One report on hepatic artery infusion (HAI) with cisplatin and 5-FU exists with 5 patients showing
a partial response246.
In summary, the role of adjuvant chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and chemoradiotherapy in biliary tract
cancers is not well defined. Adjuvant therapy should be considered for patients who have good performance
status. Combined radiotherapy techniques may provide better survival and chemo-radiotherapy may be
better than radiotherapy alone. There is an urgent need to start RCT to address the issue of adjuvant
therapy in biliary cancers by active collaboration of various Indian and international centers.
3.9 Palliative Care
In GBC patients, the symptoms may be caused by primary malignancy, as well as by treatment
(surgery, radiotherapy or chemotherapy), debility conditions (anemia, COPD etc) and concurrent second
disorders. A patient with advanced cancer may suffer from a plethora of symptoms involving multiple
function systems.
3.9.1 Jaundice
Biliary obstruction leading to jaundice and pruritus should be relieved by non-operative interventions
such as biliary stenting (plastic or metallic) as far as possible246a. Stents may get blocked or displaced
needing replacements every few months. Stents are placed by percutaneous or endoscopic routes. In only
very select cases a segment III biliary bypass should be undertaken.
3.9.2 Duodenal/Intestinal Obstruction
A number of patients with advanced GBC may experience gastric outlet obstruction due to direct
tumor infiltration or compression from surrounding lymp nodes. This may need a gastrojejunostomy if
the patient can withstand surgery.
3.9.3 Pain
Patients with advanced disease often experience severe upper abdominal pain. This is treated in
a step wise manner (as detailed below) with escalating dose of non-opioid and opioid drugs and celiac
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plexus block under imaging in unrelenting cases.
3.9.4 Ascites
Ascites in a cancer patient is very distressing. Pathogenesis of ascites includes peritoneal metastasis,
subphrenic lymphatic obstruction due to tumor infiltration, or electrolyte imbalance. Treatment options
include systemic and intraperitoneal chemotherapy, diuretics like spironolactone and frusemide,
paracentesis and peritoneovenous shunt. Permanent percutaneous drains may prevent the need for
repeated paracentesis, although there is potential for infection.
Besides the ones listed above, the other most prevalent symptoms are easy fatigue, weakness,
anorexia, lack of energy, dry mouth, constipation, early satiety, dyspnea, and greater than 10% weight
loss247.
(A) General Symptoms
1) Pain
The sources of pain in terminal cancer patients may be classified as
(i) Directly related to tumor: bony metastases, soft-tissue infiltration, nerve infiltration
(ii) Indirectly related to malignancy: infection, intestinal obstruction, massive edema, ascites, nervecompression
(iii) Due to therapeutic interventions: post-surgical pain, radiotherapy-induced, painful peripheral
neuropathy due to chemotherapy (e.g. vinca alkaloids), peptic ulceration, opiate induced constipation. The patient may suffer from acute or chronic pain; which may be mild, moderate or severe.
The prevalence of chronic pain is about 30-50% among patients with cancer who are undergoing
active treatment and 70-90% among those with advanced disease248. The pain may be somatic,
visceral or neuropathic in origin. In the cancer population, neuropathic pain is often related to
compression, direct neoplastic invasion of the peripheral nerves or spinal cord, or to a neuropathy
caused by chemotherapy. Various assessment tools to evaluate the severity of cancer pain include
a 10-point visual analogue scale (VAS), Brief Pain Inventory (BPI), the satisfaction questionnaire
and visual analogue scale quality of life (VASQOL)249.
WHO provides a treatment algorithm using a step-ladder approach: Non-opioids like NSAIDs,
paracetamol etc in the first step; weak opioids like codeine, dextropropoxyphene in the second step;
and strong opioids like morphine, methadone, levorphanol, buprenorphine etc in the third step. Each
step in the ladder may be associated with adjuvant treatment with antiemetics, antidepressants and
anticonvulsants as needed.
2) Hiccup
The causes of hiccup in a cancer patient are gastric distension, diaphragmatic irritation, phrenic
nerve irritation, brain tumor, infection and rarely iatrogenic ie chemotherapy-induced. The
treatment includes reducing gastric distension by antiflatulents, metoclopramide, domperidone
and nasogastric intubation; pharyngeal stimulation; elevation of PCO2 by breath holding and
rebreathing; central suppression of hiccup reflex by chlorpromazine; and suppression of central
irritation from intracranial tension by phenytoin and sodium valproate250.
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3) Gastrointestinal Symptoms
Nearly one-half of the most frequently reported and most distressing symptoms in patients with
advanced cancer are gastrointestinal in nature. In one study, Komurcu et al reported dry mouth
(84 %), weight loss (76%), early satiety (71%), taste change (60%), constipation(58 %), anorexia
(56%), bloating (50 %), nausea (48 %), abdominal pain (42 %), and vomiting (34 %) as the 10 most
common gastrointestinal symptoms251.

i)

Vomiting: Nausea and vomiting is a common symptom in patients with advanced cancer, occurring
in approximately 21% to 68% of these patients. Nausea and vomiting in a terminally ill cancer patient
may result from a variety of causes including gastrointestinal obstruction, infiltration of the wall of
the gastrointestinal tract, liver metastases, brain or meningeal metastases, azotemia, hypercalcemia,
electrolyte problems, or from treatment including radiation, chemotherapy, hormonal or biological
therapy252. Clinical consequences of chemotherapy induced emesis include serious metabolic
derangements, nutritional depletion and anorexia, risk of aspiration pneumonia, deterioration of
patients’ physical and mental status, esophageal tears, fractures, wound dehiscence, withdrawal
from potentially useful and curative antineoplastic treatment, and degeneration of self care and
functional ability253.
Management centers on identifying the underlying causes, addressing these when possible, and
controlling the symptoms. Multiple antiemetic regimens have been proposed for the management
of chronic nausea in the setting of advanced cancer. Metoclopramide or domperidone are generally
recommended as first-line agents because they improve gastrointestinal motility and act on the
chemoreceptor trigger zone (as a result of their antidopaminergic properties). A continuous
parenteral infusion of metoclopramide, at doses of 60 to 120 mg/day, may be helpful for patients
with intractable chronic nausea254. In contrast to radiation therapy or chemotherapy-induced
nausea, the role of 5-HT3 receptor antagonists (such as ondansetron) is not clear in the setting
of chronic nausea in advanced cancer. Non-drug measures like reassurance, small frequent feeds
and avoidance of nauseating food; correction of reversible causes like hypocalcaemia, increased
intracranial tension and constipation, avoidance of gastric irritant drugs and control of hyperacidity
by H2 receptor blockers.

ii) Anorexia: The loss of appetite may result from fear of vomiting, unappetizing food, dysphagia,
uremia, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, or psychogenic in origin. The patient should be informed
about the probable mechanism of anorexia and offered psychological support. Small and frequent
installments of palatable and easily digestable food should be recommended. Appetite stimulants
may be tried. In advanced cases, hyperalimentation may be offered255.
iii) Diarrhoea: The treatment options include identification and elimination of underlying cause like
discontinuation of chemotherapy or suspected medication, obtaining stool-assay for Clostridium
difficile and starting appropriate antibiotics. Bismuth subsalicylate and simethicone help in
infectious diarrhoea. Salicylate and indomethacin are helpful in PG-mediated secretory diarrhoea.
The supportive measures include intensive oral rehydration with fluids/ORS, avoiding high fat,
high fiber food and taking frequent small meals rich in carbohydrates & proteins. Serious cases
may be managed by giving opioid congeners, loperamide, diphenoxylate and octreotide256.
iv) Constipation: The causes of constipation in a cancer patient include mass in anorectal region,
neurologic and mechanical changes from surgery, decreased oral intake, decreased mobility and
supine positioning, medications like opioids and tricyclic antidepressants, and chemotherapeutic
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agents like vinca alkaloids. The different treatment options for constipation in cancer patients
include encouraging movement and ambulation, maintaining bowel awareness, ensuring adequate
hydration and bulk-forming diet, use of laxatives like senna, lactulose and sorbitol, glycerine and
bisacodyl suppositories, isotonic saline enemas, small-volume phosphate enemas and manual
evacuation in extreme cases257.
4) Respiratory Symptoms

i)

Dyspnoea: The causes of dyspnoea in cancer patients include: pleuropericardial effusions,
obstruction of a main bronchus, atelectasis, replacement of lung by cancer, superior vena caval
compression, abdominal distension, pulmonary embolism, lung fibrosis due to radiotherapy and
bleomycin, and concurrent ailments like COPD, pneumonia, anaemia etc. The treatment options
include antibiotics and physiotherapy for infection, bronchodilators to relieve bronchospasm,
diuretics and digoxin for cardiac failure, blood transfusion for anaemia, tapping of fluids for
effusions, corticosteroids and radiotherapy for obstructed bronchus, breathing exercises
and hypnotic relaxation, diazepam to reduce anxiety, morphine to reduce respiratory rate,
nebulized bupivacaine to suppress the J- receptors, and oxygen administration for acute severe
dyspnoea258.

ii) Cough: The incidence of cough is 50% of all terminal cancer patients The main causes of cough
in a cancer patient include mechanical irritation of tracheobronchial tree, chest infection, pleural
effusion, chronic obstructive airways disease, replacement of lung by cancer, cigarette smoking,
and radiation-induced fibrosis. The treatment options of cough include antihistaminics for postnasal
drip, bronchodilators for bronchospasm, diuretics for heart failure, antibiotics for infection,
radiotherapy or chemotherapy for malignant lesion, resection of respectable lesions, postural
drainage and physiotherapy, cessation of smoking, mucolytics and antitussives as indicated.
5) Oral Cavity Symptoms

i)

Xerostomia: The underlying pathophysiology of dry mouth is diminished secretion of saliva
or diseased buccal mucosa. The causes include anxiety, depression, hypercalcemia, invasion
of salivary glands by cancer, erosion of buccal mucosa, local radiation, local radical surgery,
anticholinergic drugs etc. For treatment, meticulous mouth-care every two hours is indicated
by effervescent mouthwash tablets containing peppermint oil, clove oil, spearmint, menthol
etc. 0.1% hexidine has got antibacterial activity. Chewing gums, flavored candy and pineapple
chunks maybe tried. Artificial salivas, plenty of fluid-intake and frequent moistening of lips is also
helpful.

ii) Oral candidiasis: Oral candidiasis may be a distressing problem in a terminal cancer patient. Dry
mouth, corticosteroids and bacterial antibiotics are the common factors implicated259. Antifungal
agents like nystatin, ketoconazole, fluconazole etc provide good symptomatic relief.
iii) Metallic taste: It may be due to decreased sensitivity of taste buds, decreased number of taste buds,
toxic dysfunction of taste buds, nutritional deficiencies or poor dental hygiene. Patient should be
advised to reduce urea content of diet; to eat white meats, eggs, dairy products; to drink more
liquids; to eat cold food; and to have fresh fruits and vegetables260.
iv) Halitosis: Many cancer patients develop halitosis i.e. feeling of unpleasant or foul smelling breath.
Causes may be any infection, gastric outlet obstruction, smoking, or ingestion of substances like
garlic, onion, alcohol. Treatment possibilities include attention to orodental hygiene, adequate
fluid intake, treatment of oral candidiasis, use of mouthwashes.
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6) Psychiatric Symptoms:
Any physical ailment must be ruled out before labeling any symptom as psychiatric. The prevalence
of anxiety and depression is about 77% in those with advanced disease261. These patients
should be treated with supportive therapy, hypnosis, relaxation therapy, and pharmacological
drugs. Lorazepam, alprazolam and diazepam are the common anxiolytic drugs. Amitryptiline,
imipramine and fluoxetine are the commonly used antidepressants. The evaluation tools to
assesss psychological distress in cancer patients and their relatives include Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale (HADS), Cognitive Behavioral Assessment 2.0, the Family Strain Questionnaire
and the Satisfaction with Life Scale262.
Overall about 70% of patients in developing and underdeveloped countries present in advanced
stages of disease, where adequate symptom control and comfort of the remaining life should be
the aim of treatment. Palliative care should be provided by a dedicated team consisting of doctor,
nurse and ancillary staff. Recent developments that are important to oncology practice are: the
role of artificial nutrition; management of malignant small bowel obstruction; communication
tasks, recognition of patient preferences, advanced-care planning and bereavement care. In India,
the standard of palliative care is still disappointing as far as facilities are concerned. Newer centers
for palliative care of cancer patients need to be made available and the public should be made
aware in this regard as a form of treatment option.
FOLLOW UP
There is no robust data to support aggressive surveillance post resection. Patients may be followed
up every 6 months for 2 years by imaging. Re-staging according to initial work-up should be considered
in the event of disease relapse or progression263.
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4

CHAPTER

Diagnostic Workup

4.1	Suspected GBC

Essential
a) History and Physical Examination
b) Liver Function Tests, Blood counts
c) Ultrasound of the abdomen (to rule out obvious distant metastasis)
d) Chest X-ray
e) Contrast Enhanced Computed Tomography scan (CECT)/Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the
abdomen (MRI)
•• In a Jaundiced patient:
a) Coagulation profile (prothrombin time, etc.)
b) Magnetic Resonance Cholangio Pancreaticography (MRCP)
c) Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangio Pancreaticography (ERCP)/Percutaneous Transhepatic
Cholangiography (PTC) if a therapeutic intervention (biliary stenting) is planned
d) Informed Consent for Extended Cholecystectomy (EC)

Ideal
- CECT thorax
- Staging Laparoscopy
- Intraoperative frozen section of the gallbladder following cholecystectomy if diagnosis of GBC is
doubtful, followed by definitive resection in the same setting

Optional
- Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scan
- Serum Ca 19-9*, CEA

* Preferably after biliary decompression in a jaundiced patient
4.2 Incidental GBC (discovered upon HPE of the cholecystectomy specimen)

Essential
- Same as in the above section
- Institutional Block/Slide Review, if possible
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- Review primary surgeon’s operative notes, if available
- Informed consent for relaparotomy (explaining the possibility that re-excision specimen may not
show evidence of malignancy)

Ideal
- CECT Thorax
- Staging Laparoscopy
- Frozen Section of the cystic duct stump

Optional
- PET scan
- Serum Ca 19-9, CEA
4.3 Metastatic/Unresectable GBC*
-

Fine Needle Aspiration Cytology (FNAC) of the primary GBC or the metastatic deposit to confirm
the diagnosis before administering palliative chemotherapy or chemoradiotherapy

-

Further investigations to assess the extent of disease to be planned on individual basis. Enrollment of patients in clinical trials is encouraged.

*Extensive investigations are discouraged in patients presenting with features suggestive of
metastatic GBC such as
•• Poor performance status (ECOG 3 or 4)
•• Ascitis
•• Left supraclavicular lymph node
•• Multiple liver metastasis, etc
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5

CHAPTER

Treatment

A. Resectable Gbc [pT1-3 (Selected T4), N0-1, M0]

(Medically fit patients)
5.1 Surgery
pT1a*

- Simple Cholecystectomy (with negative cystic duct margin)

pT1b, pT2†
- Extended Cholecystectomy (enbloc wedge resection/segment
		   IVb+V resection of the liver + LND#) + CBD resection
pT3, pT4**#†

- Enbloc hepatic resection + cholecystectomy

*It is very difficult to diagnose pT1, pT2 GBC preoperatively. It is usally diagnosed upon HPE of the
cholecystectomy specimen. Relaparotomy and hepatic resection+ LND ±CBD resection is indicated in
pT1b and above incidental GBC.
It is advisable to open every cholecystectomy gallbladder specimen to look for any suspicious
mass lesion/thickeneing and intraoperative frozen section if facilities and the necessary expertise are
available.
**Wedge resection/segment IVb+V resection of the liver/major hepatic resection (Extended right
hepatectomy/central hepatectomy ± caudate lobectomy), CBD resection, duodenum/colon/omentum
resection may be needed in advanced GBC and need to be assessed on an individual basis.
# LND; Lymph Node Dissection should include dissection of the hepatoduodenal ligament by
skeletanization of vessels (hepatic artery and portal vein) and bile duct, anterior and posterior to the head
pancreas clearing the hepatic artery up to its origin from celiac axis.
†Most recent studies indicate that there is no benefit of excision of port sites in a case of incidental
GBC. However, no data from any randomized control trial exists on the subject.
Such complex procedures should only be carried out by those who have expertise in the field. If the
requisite expertise is not available, the patient should be referred to a higher centre.
5.2 Ajuvant Therapy
pT2 and above (following R0 resection)  Adjuvant chemotherapy/chemoradiotherapy*

*At present no data from phase III trials is available on the best adjuvant therapy after R0 resection
of GBC. Institutional policies vary from adjuvant Gemcitabine/fluoropyrimidine based chemotherapy to
fluoropyrimidine chemoradiotherapy.
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B. Metastatic/Unresectable GBC
Palliative Chemotherapy
(Medically fit patients- ECOG status up to 2)
mGEMOX
Inj Oxaliplatin 80 mg/m2 2 hours infusion in Dextrose 5% Day 1 and 8
Inj Gemcitabine 900 mg/m2 IV 30 minutes infusion day1 and 8
Cycles to be repeated every 3 weeks for maximum of 6 cycles
GEMCIS

Inj Cisplatin 25 mg/m2 PO Days 1 and 8
Inj Gemcitabine 1000 mg/m2 IV 30 minutes infusion day1 and 8
Cycles to be repeated every 3 weeks for maximum of 8 cycles
GemCap
Inj Gemcitabine 1000 mg/m2 IV 30 minutes infusion day1 and 8
Capecitabine 650mg/m2 twice a day PO Days 1-14
Cycles to be repeated every 3 weeks.
Palliative Radiotherapy
May be used for relief of pain (after biliary decompression in patients with jaundice) in selected
patients
Other Palliative procedures
•• for relief of jaundice and pruritus – ERCP and stenting (metallic/plastic stent)
•• for pain relief - Medicines as per the WHO step-ladder or celiac plexus block in refractory cases
•• for relief of gastric outlet obstruction - Gastrojejunostomy in patients with good performance
status
Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy/Chemoradiotherapy
Only in context of a clinical trial
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6

CHAPTER

Follow Up*

Every 6 months for 2 years

* There is no robust data to support aggressive surveillance post resection. Patients may be followed
up by imaging. Re-staging according to initial workup should be considered in the event of disease
relapse or progression.
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7

CHAPTER

Treatment Flow Charts

Please see the preceeding sections for detailed information
Suspected GBC
Diagnostic Workup

Essential
History & Examination
LFTs, Blood Count
USG Abdomen
Chest X-ray
CECT/MRI abdomen
*Jaundiced patient –				
Coagulation profile				
MRCP
ERCP/PTC of therapeutic intervention is planned)
Informed consent

Resectable GBC

Ideal
CECT thorax
Staging laparoscopy
Optional
PET scan
s. CA 19-9, s. CEA

Unresectable/
Metastatic GBC

Incidental GBC detected after simple cholecystectomy
Pathological Staging & Full work up
Institutional review of
Block/slide; primary
surgeon’s operative notes

pT1a
(with negative margins)
No residual disease

pT1b or more
Staging laparoscopy (Ideal)

Observe
Resectable
Enbloc hepatic resection
+ Lymphadenectomy
± CBD resection
± excision of port sites
(if h/o laparoscopic cholecystectomy)

Adjuvant Treatment
(for stage pT2 and above)
CRT/CT
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Preoperatively diagnosed: Early GBC and Advanced GBC
Expertise available

Refer to
specialist

NO

YES
Staging Laparoscopy (Ideal)
pT3, selected pT4

pT1, pT2
Extended cholesystectomy
±CBD resection
R0 resection

Enbloc liver resection +
Cholecystectomy
(Wedge/segment IVb + V/
major hepatic resection)
+ LND
± CBD resection
± sleeve/segment resection of
duodenum/colon

Adjuvant Treatment
(for stage pT2 and above)
CRT/CT

Unresectable, M0 GBC

Metastatic GBC
Biopsy/FNA
Staging

Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy ?
Neoadjuvant Chemoradiotherapy ?

Reassessment for Surgical Resection ?
Remains unresectable/metastasis appear
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Non-surgical Biliary drainage
Palliative CT
Non-surgical Mx of GI obstruction
Best Supportive Care
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CHAPTER

Research Issues

There is a tremendous scope for research and multi institutional trials in GBC as we have very limited
data on the subject. Enumerated below are some of the important research issues:
1. Indications for staging laparoscopy
2. Wedge resection versus segment IVb+V resection of liver in the surgical management of GBC
3. Re-resect or not to re-resect pT1b incidental GBC
4. Impact of bile spill during laparoscopic cholecystectomy for unsuspected GBC
5. Adjuvant therapy – chemotherapy or chemoradiotherapy or observation after R0 resection of GBC
6. Best follow up protocol
7. Role of neoadjuvant therapy in downstaging GBC and how best to treat responders and non
responders
8. Role of tumor markers for early diagnosis and follow up – s. CA 19-9, CEA and finding new
biomarkers
9. Epidemiological population based studies on the incidence and prevalence of GBC and gallstone
disease
10. Etiopathogenesis of GBC – analysis of environment, soil, water, role of gallbladder motility, molecular
and genetic studies (including genome sequencing and proteomics)
11. Creation of biobanks storing bile, serum and tissue from GBC and gallstone disease patients
12. Establishment of GBC cell lines and research on GBC stem cells
13. Centralization of treatment policies in GBC so as to develop a nation wide standard data base
14. To develop consensus regarding preventive cholecystectomy for asymptomatic gallstone carriers in
areas with high incidence of GBC in our country.
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CHAPTER

Appendices

APPENDIX (i)
Imaging Reporting Template
•• Screening the entire gallbladder – fundus/body/neck/cystic duct
•• Gallbladder wall–focal or diffuse thickening/asymmetry; mass lesion; adenomyomatosis;
xanthogranulomatosis
•• Cholelithiasis
•• Invasion of adjacent structures: 1) interface of gallbladder with liver; depth of liver invasion – segments
involved; metastasis ; IHBR 2) invasion of common hepatic duct, CBD, confluence of hepatic ducts;
their size; presence of APBDJ 3) Vascular invasion – portal vein/hepatic artery
•• Nodes - peri-choledochal, portahepatis,celiac, peripancreatic, interaorto-caval; para aortic , paracaval,
others
•• Ascites, metastases to distant organs
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APPENDIX (ii)
Pathology Reporting Template: 264
Macroscopic
Specimen submitted
Gall Bladder/Cystic Duct/Common Hepatic Duct/Common Bile Duct/Liver/Lymph nodes
Tumor Site
Fundus/Body/Neck/Cystic duct/Common Hepatic Duct/Common bile duct
Macroscopic appearance: Papillary/Tubular/Nodular
Tumor Size
Greatest dimension (cm)

Microscopic
Histologic type
Carcinoma in situ/Adenocarcinoma/Mucinous Adenocarcinoma/adenosquamous carcinoma/small cell
carcinoma
Histologic Grade
Well differentiated/Moderately
assessed.

Differentiated/Poorly

Differentiated/Undifferentiated/Cannot

be

Angiolymphatic Invasion
Present (Positive)/Not identified ( Negative )/Cannot be assessed
Perineural invasion:
Present (Positive)/Absent (Negative)/Indeterminate/Cannot be assessed/other
Margins
Margin(s) are involved - If margin positive, specify which margin involved
If negative, specify distance from tumor of closest margin
Margins cannot be assessed
Tumor Extent
Tumor confined within gallbladder/Tumor invades adjacent liver
Lymph Nodes
Number of nodes examined/Number of nodes positive
Additional findings
None identified, Dysplasia/adenoma, Acute cholecystitits, cholelithiasis
Pathological stage: pTNM
Comments:
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APPENDIX (iii)
AJCC TNM staging of gallbladder cancer (7th Ed; 2010)114
Primary tumor (T)
TX
T0
Tis
T1
T1a
T1b
T2
T3
T4

Primary tumor cannot be assessed
No evidence of primary tumor
Carcinoma in situ
Tumor invades lamina propria or muscular layer
Tumor invades lamina propria
Tumor invades muscular layer
Tumor invades perimuscular connective tissue; no extension beyond serosa or into liver
Tumor perforates the serosa (visceral peritoneum) and/or directly invades the liver and/or one other adjacent
organ or structure, such as the stomach, duodenum, colon, pancreas, omentum or extrahepatic bile ducts
Tumor invades main portal vein or hepatic artery or invades two or more extrahepatic organs or structures

Regional lymph nodes (N)
NX
N0
N1
N2

Regional lymph nodes cannot be assessed
No regional lymph node metastasis
Metastases to nodes along the cystic duct, common bile duct, hepatic artery and/or portal vein
Metastases to periaortic, pericaval,superior mesenteric artery and/or celiac artery lymph nodes

Distant metastasis (M)
M0
M1

No distant metastasis
Distant metastasis

Stage grouping
Stage 0
Stage I
Stage II
Stage IIIA
Stage IIIB
Stage IVA
Stage IVB

Tis N0 M0
T1 N0 M0
T2 N0 M0
T3 N0 M0
T1–3 N1 M0
T4 N0–1 M0
Any T N2 M0
Any T Any N M1

Histological Grade (G)
GX
G1
G2
G3
G4
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Grade cannot be assessed
Well differentiated
Moderately differentiated
Poorly differentiated
Undifferentiated
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Abbreviations
AAR
AJCC
APBDJ
BMI
BSC
CBD
CI
CRT
CT
DFS
EBRT
ECOG
EC
ERCP
EUS
FDG
FNAC
GBC
GSD
HAI
H&P
HPD
ICMR
IORT
LC
LFT
MRI
MRCP
MRA
OS
PET
PSC
PTC
RCT
RR
TNM
USG

Desirable/Ideal

*

Essential

64

Age Adjusted Rate
American Joint Committee on Cancer
Anomalous Pancreaticobiliary Duct Junction
Body Mass Index
Best Supportive Care
Common Bile Duct
Confidence Interval
Chemoradiotherapy
Computed Tomographic scan
Disease Free Survival
External Beam Radiothearpy
Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group
Extended Cholecystectomy
Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiopancreaticography
Endoscopic Ultrasonography
[18F]-2-deoxy-D-glucose
Fine Needle Aspiration Cytology
Gallbladder Cancer
Gallstone Disease
Hepatic Artery Infusion
History & Physical Examination
Hepato-pancreaticoduodenectomy
Indian Council of Medical Research
Intraoperative Radiotherapy
Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy
Liver Function Tests
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Magnetic Resonance Cholangiopancreatography
Magnetic Resonance Angiography
Overall Survival
Positron Emission Tomography
Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis
Percutaneous Transhepatic Cholangiography
Randomized Controlled Trial
Relative Risk
Tumor, Node, Metastasis
Ultrasound

:	Tests and treatment that may not be available at all centres but the centres
should aspire to have them in near future.
:	Rare minimum that should be offered to all the patients by all centres treating
patients with cancer.
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